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Supplementary Information

Molecular mechanics simulations

We performed classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the Ala-Leu peptide in

a cubic simulation box of explicit water (TIP3P water model1) employing the AMBER

�99SB-ILDN2,3 force �eld. We used a minimum distance of 1 nm between the solute and

the periodic boundaries of the box. Water hydrogen atoms and polar hydrogen atoms

of the peptide (ND3 and ND) were modelled with the mass of deuterium, mimicking

the experimentally measured system. For Lennard-Jones interactions and electrostatic

interactions (Particle-Mesh Ewald4,5 with grid spacing of 0.16 and an interpolation

order of 4) we used cut-o� value of 1 nm.

The system was minimised and equilibrated for 500 ps. Then three MD simulations

of 400ns each were launched which yields a total simulation time of 1.2µs. A V-rescale

thermostat6 was applied to control the temperature at 300K (NVT ensemble). The

positions of the solute atoms were saved to �le every 0.25 ps. No constraints were

applied and the leap-frog integrator with the time step of 1 fs was employed using the

GROMACS simulation package7.

Markov state model

A transition matrix has been computed for transitions between the conformational

clusters in the classical molecular dynamics trajectory with varying the lag time τ

up to 500ps. The spectrum of the matrix, calculated for these lag times, indicates

a convergence of the implied time scales (see equation 3) of the slowest process at

about 50 ps. The implied time time-scales in Figure S1 suggest three slow processes,

corresponding to transitions between four meta-stable sets. The spectral gap of the

transition matrix is, however, after the third eigenvalue (see Table in Figure S1 b)).

Therefore, we tried to perform PCCA+ to identify three and four meta-stable sets,
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respectively. The grouping of micro-states into the meta-stable sets is listed in Table

S1. The fourth partitioning results in a regrouping of formerly separated micro-states,

denoting that there are several transitions on this time-scale, as already suggested by the

eigenvalues. We therefore worked with a MSM of three meta-stable sets as presented

in Figure 3. The �rst three eigenvectors are given in (see Figure S1 b)). The �rst

eigenvector corresponds to the stationary distribution and the other two correspond to

the slowest processes which can be understood as transitions between meta-stable sets

of clusters.

a) b)

Eigenvalues
1.000
0.936
0.877
0.789
0.746
0.739

c)

Figure S1: a) Implied time scales, b) First eigenvalues of the transitions matrix sampled
with lag time τ=50ps. c) Corresponding �rst three eigenvectors expressed as contribu-
tions of the 16 micro-states.
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Table S1: Meta-stable sets of micro-states according to PCCA+

I II
[ 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13] [ 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15]

I II III
[ 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13] [ 0, 1, 4, 8, 12] [ 2, 6, 10, 14, 15]

I II III IV
[ 5, 7, 13] [0, 1, 8] [ 4, 6, 12, 14] [ 2, 3, 9, 10, 11, 15]

I)

II)

III)

Figure S2: Distribution of torsion angles ψAla, χLeu , φLeu, and ψLeu in the conforma-
tional clusters of the meta-stable sets I,II, and III, as obtained from the classical MD
simulation of Ala-Leu in water.
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Table S2: Torsion angles of the representative conformations of the most probable
micro-states from the classical MD simulations, shown in Figure 3 and subjected to
further �rst-principles simulations (except for cluster 5).

Micro-state ψAla(rad) χLeu (rad) φLeu (rad) ψLeu(rad)
0 2.48634 -3.00789 -1.26109 2.07314
4 2.39830 -1.24703 -1.54770 2.06933
2 2.31969 -3.09427 -1.35842 -1.17242
6 2.59943 -1.25551 -1.53055 -1.17207
5 2.21018 -1.12151 1.03061 1.40457

Figure S3: Chapman-Kolmogorov test of the Markov state model (MSM) with three
states 1,2,3, corresponding to meta-stable sets I,II,III, respectively. Using the MSM
estimated at lag time τ , transition probabilities are predicted for n · τ , and compared
to an estimate of the model at lag time nτ .
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Normal mode calculations

For each cluster of conformations with a signi�cantly high probability, we performed a

geometry optimisation (convergence criterion 3.00E-04 EH/Å) and subsequent normal

mode calculation in implicit water (modelled by a polarisable continuum model, PCM,

with a dielectric of ε=80) at the DFT level of theory. The BLYP exchange-correlation

density functional and a 6− 31G(d) basis set was employed for all these static calcula-

tions using the Gaussian programme package8. The N-terminus and the amino group of

the peptide was set deuterated (ND3 and ND). All normal modes were scaled by 0.992

in frequency and then shifted by 85 cm-1 shift so as to match best the most intense

band in the experimental spectrum.

The IR-spectra computed from the normal-modes in implicit water are shown in

Figure S4, top (dashed lines), together with the optimised geometries. With regard

to the backbone conformation, all cluster snapshots converge to the same state which

allows the charged COO and the polar ND group, and the CO and the terminal ND3

group to come close to each other and interact optimally. The optimised structures

of conformations 0 and 2 and 4,6 di�er, however, in their leucine side chain confor-

mations. It is interesting to note, that this side chain appears to have an impact on

the frequencies of the CO stretch vibrations. The bands assigned to the C=O stretch

and the asymmetric COO-stretch vibrations of the Ala-Leu peptide are two separated

bands in the conformers 0 and 2, i.e. with the leucine side chain trans to the peptide

bond. In the gauche conformations, 4 and 6, the two vibrational bands are much closer

to each other.

Normal modes computed for �microsolvated� Ala-Leu, that is with a total of seven

water molecules added, one of each at each hydrogen bond donor or acceptor in the

polar groups, ND3 , CO, ND, and COO, respectively are shown as dotted grey lines in

Figure S4, top.

The e�ect of adding one water molecule at a time at each polar group, ND3, CO, ND,
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Figure S4: IR spectra computed in harmonic approximation for optimised geometries
of the four conformers, corresponding to the most probable micro-states 0, 2, 4, and
6, respectively. Since conformations 0 and 2 and 4 and 6, respectively, are chemically
equivalent only one of them is shown, and labelled as 0, 2 and 4, 6,respectively. Top:
normal modes of Ala-Leu in implicit solvent (dashed) and additionally hydrogen-bonded
to seven water molecules bound to the polar groups, ND3, CO, ND, and COO (dotted).
Bottom: Normal modes of Ala-Leu in implicit solvent with one water molecule at a time
hydrogen-bond to the polar groups, ND3 (dark blue), CO (red), ND (light blue), and
COO (maroon), respectively.
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and COO, respectively, is shown in the bottom traces of Figure S4. Addition of a water

molecule to the C=O group of conformers 0,2, leads to a red-shift of the corresponding

stretch vibration. Addition of a water molecule to the C=O group in conformations 4,6

results in a slightly more pronounced red-shift of the CO band. Addition of a water

molecule to the carboxyl group has also a similar e�ect on all conformers, i.e. the

appearance of a rather strong COO band at ∼ 1370 cm−1. For the frequencies of the

N-D stretch vibrations in all conformations upon addition of a water molecule to the

respective group another large red-shift, bringing this band to the amide I region, is

observed .

Conformational analyses

Time series of torsion angles and conformational cluster states in the �rst-

principles MD simulations

Table S4: Parts of �rst-principles trajectories of conformational clusters 0, 2, 4, and 6,
respectively, used for the computation of spectra. The labels of the runs refer to the
conformation in which the simulation was initiated.

0 2 4 6
0-run2-(0-20ps) 2-run1-(3.5-19ps) 0-run1-(34-56ps) 2-run3-(2-36ps)
0-run4-(0-20ps) 2-run1-(21-30ps) 4-run1-(30-50ps) 4-run1-(60-82ps)
2-run1-(10-50ps) 2-run2-(4-30ps) 6-run4-(0-24ps) 4-run3-(26-52ps)
2-run3-(0-20ps) 4-run4-(26-53ps)
2-run4-(0-20ps)
6-run1-(10-50ps)
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Figure S5: Time series of torsion angles ψAla, χLeu , φLeu and ψLeu , and conformational
states de�ned by them along the �rst-principles simulations. Note that a jump be-
tween a conformational state is de�ned by the cluster it belongs to based on the initial
discretisation. Such a jump may in fact be only a small change in one torsion angle.
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Hydrogen bond distributions

Figure S6: Probability distribution of number of hydrogen-bonds of the peptide with
water, analysed separately for ND3, CO, ND, and the two carboxyl oxygen atoms
(COO1 and COO2, respectively). The four micro-states 0, 2, 4, and 6 are shown in
orange, green, blue, and magenta, respectively. Each row of a sub-�gure represents an
individual simulation of that micro-state.
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Torsion angle distributions, IR and power spectra from �rst prin-

ciples MD simulations
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Figure S7: Torsion angle distributions (top), IR spectra (middle) and power spectra
(bottom), obtained from the individual �rst-principles MD simulations of representative
Ala-Leu conformations in water. The colours in distribtions and the IR spectra corre-
spond to the di�erent clusters as 0 (orange), 2 (green), 4 (purple), and 6 (magenta),
respectively, with all runs of one cluster shown next to each other (run1 . . . run3, run4,
or run6, respectively, from left to right). The colours in the power spectra correspond
to the di�erent groups of atoms. The leucine backbone torsion angles, as shown in the
ramachandran plot, would correspond to β-sheet for cluster 0 and 4, and to α-helix for
clusters 2 and 6, respectively, but are chemically equivalent conformations due to the
second oxygen atom in the carboxyl terminus.
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